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Recent Mauna Loa activity along the drive from Kona to HVO 
A.D. 1950 
Mile marker 98 South of the airport is the Northern most 1950 flow.  This flow reached 
the ocean in ~ 2 hours after the vent feeding the flow opened and ~3 hours after the 
eruption started. 

A.D. 1950—The largest historical eruption from the southwest rift zone occurred 
in this year. It was noteworthy in that lava from a nearly continuous 18-km-long 
fissure fed three westbound flows that reached the sea in less than 24 hours. Its 
high flux rate and rapid flow advance rate of 9.3 km per hour (Finch and 
Macdonald, 1953) are significant. The eruption began on June 1 and continued for 
23 days, with an eruptive volume of 376 x 106 m3 (Lockwood and Lipman, 1987). 
The vents are distributed between the 12,600-ft (3,840-m) and the 7,880-ft (2,402-
m) elevation.  Most of the lava is ‘a‘ā. The eruption was described in detail by 
Finch and Macdonald (1953).  

0.2 mi south of the Mile marker 97 is second lobe of 1950.  Flow reached the sea in ~14 
hours. 
 
0.2 mi south of the Mile marker 93 is second lobe of 1950. Flow reached the sea in ~17 
hours. 
 
A.D. 1919 
0.8 mi south of the Mile marker 92 is the 1919 lava flow. 
 

A.D. 1919—The 1919 ‘Ālika eruption began at the summit of Mauna Loa on 
September 26. That same day, at 6:00 p.m., H.s.t., a new vent opened on the 
SWRZ at the 7,843-ft (2,391-m) elevation. This vent fed a flow that reached the 
sea in approximately 18.5 hours (Jaggar, 1919). The eruption lasted for 38 days 
and produced 183 x 106 m3 of lava (Lockwood and Lipman, 1987).  

 
A.D. 1926 
0.8 mi south of the Mile marker 88 is the 1926 lava flow which destroyed a fishing village 
at the coast.   

A.D. 1926—The 1926 eruption began on April 10, after an increase in tilt and a 
swarm of earthquakes (Finch, 1926). It lasted 14 days and produced an eruptive 
volume of 121 x 106 m3 (Lockwood and Lipman, 1987). It originated in the 
summit and was followed by an outbreak high on the SWRZ near Lua Hou at the 
12,800-ft (3,901-m) elevation. On April 13, a fissure vent broke out at the 7,840-ft 
(2,390-m) elevation and extended down to the 7,240-ft (2,207-m) elevation, 
feeding flows that reached the sea in four days (Jaggar, 1926). The western lobe 
destroyed the coastal village of Ho‘ōpūloa near Miloli‘i (Jaggar, 1926). 

 
A.D. 1907 
0.6 mi southeast of the Mile marker 79 is the first of the two 1907 lava flow lobes.  Note 
the house built on the flow. 



A.D. 1907—Preceded by an earthquake swarm that began on January 7, the 1907 
(Anonymous, Hilo Tribune, January 15, 1907) eruption began on January 9 and 
continued for 15 days (Anonymous, Hilo Tribune, January 29, 1907). It erupted 
121 x 106 m3 (Lockwood and Lipman, 1987) of lava, much of which is ‘a‘ā. The 
main fissure vents, which became active on the 10th, were distributed along a 2-
km segment of the SWRZ, upslope from Hawaiian Ocean View Estates (HOVE), 
at the 6,555-ft (1,998-m) to the 6,000-ft (1,829-m) elevation. The fissures fed two 
‘a‘ā flows that branched out 1.6 km from the distal end of the fissure. The west 
lobe traversed the flank in a southwest direction. The east lobe extended due south 
and came within 2 km of the sea. Additional fissures, adjacent to the east lobe, 
broke out at the 3,000-ft (914-m), 2,600-ft (792-m), and 2,400-ft (732-m) 
elevations within reach of now populated areas. 

 
 
Mile marker 75 is the second of the 1907 lava flow lobes.  Note the sparse vegetation on 
the flow.  The climate is getting drier for the next 3-5 miles. 
 
A.D. 1887 
Mile marker 74 is the second of the 1887 lava flow lobes.  

A.D. 1887—The 1877 eruption began on January 16 and continued for about 7 
days. Most of the erupted lava is ‘a‘ā. The flows, which attained a volume of 128 
x 106 m3 (Lockwood and Lipman, 1987), entered the sea at Kāki‘o approximately 
29 hours of the onset of the eruption (Stearns and Macdonald, 1946). Vents are 
distributed along a 7-km segment of the SWRZ between the 6,020-ft (1,835-m) 
and the 3,920-ft (1,195-m) elevations. The lowermost vents are within the HOVE 
subdivision. 

 
A.D. 1868 
0.3 mi southeast of the Mile marker 72 is the 1868 lava flow. This flow reached the sea in 
just over 3.5 hours from the source vents located 2.5 km above the highway. 
 

A.D. 1868—Mauna Loa’s most spectacular eruptive sequence began on Friday, 
March 27, 1868, at 5:30 a.m., H.s.t., with a dense column of fume illuminated by 
an eruption in Moku‘āweoweo. The summit phase lasted for several hours before 
coming to an end. On March 28, a strong earthquake (with an estimated 
magnitude of 7.0) shook Ka‘ū (Wyss and Koyanagi, 1992). It was followed on 
April 2, at 3:40 p.m., H.s.t., by the largest earthquake ever recorded in Hawai‘i, 
again in Ka‘ū, with an estimated magnitude of at least 7.9 (Wyss and Koyanagi, 
1992). The earthquake was felt throughout the islands, particularly on Maui and 
Lāna‘i, where houses shook. On the Island of Hawai‘i, a large portion of the 
coastline, from Honu‘apo to Kapoho, sank. Former coastal villages were 
inundated by a tsunami and destroyed. People and animals were swept out to sea 
and drowned. A mud flow near Wood Valley buried people and farm animals 
under a layer of mud. In Ka‘ū, the earthquake flattened every stone wall and 
dwelling, and ground cracks appeared throughout the district (Brigham, 1909).  



Around 6:00 p.m., H.s.t., on April 7, a 4-km fissure opened along Mauna 
Loa’s LSWRZ, from the 3,150-ft (960-m) to the 2,150-ft (655-m) elevations, 
from which lava surged and flowed south (Brigham, 1909). Within three-and-a-
half hours, the flow had reached the sea, a distance of 13 km (Brigham, 1909).The 
eruption continued for five days and produced 123 x 106 m3 of lava by the time it 
ended (Lockwood and Lipman, 1987).  The olivine content of the lavas increased 
over time with the latest flows having model olivine abundances over 30%.  The 
large earthquakes which accompanied the eruptive activity may have perturbed 
the rift zone to allow deeper access to the magmatic system and therefore greater 
abundances of olivine.   
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COMPOSITIONAL CHANGES IN HISTORIC FLOWS



Hapaimamo Flow

The Hapaimamo flow is one of the youngest “Prehistoric” flows erupting on Mauna Loa’s SW
flank.  Charcoal from beneath the flow place it at about 240 years (Trusdell and Lockwood, in
press?).  It is one of Mauna Loa’s largest young flows with an estimated volume of around 468 *
10  m .  Two flows are identified (see map), an “old” and “young” Hapaimamo, but it is unlikely6 3

that much time elapsed between the two.  The older flow is basaltic (9 - 11% MgO) and the
younger flow consists of both basalts and picrites (8 - 18% MgO) with a compositional gap

88around 12 - 13 % MgO.  The composition is largely dominated by olivine accumulation (Fo )
and mixing with evolved magmas.  Both flows contain xenoliths of gabbro, dunite and
pyroxenite.

Flow modeling suggests the eruption was rapid with effusion rates of 200 - 1000 m /sec.  The3

flow would have moved through Ocean View estates and crossed the Highway in under 1.5
hours.
[Information from Anja Mueller, MS thesis, 2005]







Submarine SW Rift Zone Ages
From Jicha et al., in press



Ar/Ar Ages for Submarine Kahuka Landslide Scarp
(From Jicha et al., in press)
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